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Important notice and disclaimer

This report contains certain forward-looking statements based on uncertainty, since they relate to events and depend on circumstances 
that will occur in the future and which, by their nature, will have an impact on the results of operations and the financial condition of 
Circio Holding ASA and the Circio Group. Such forward-looking statements reflect the current views of Circio and are based on the 
information currently available to the company. Circio cannot give any assurance as to the correctness of such statements. 

There are a number of factors that could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those expressed or implied in 
these forward-looking statements. These factors include, among other things, risks or uncertainties associated with the success of 
future clinical trials; risks relating to personal injury or death in connection with clinical trials or following commercialization of the 
company’s products, and liability in connection therewith; risks relating to the company’s freedom to operate (competitors patents) in 
respect of the products it develops; risks of non-approval of patents not yet granted and the company’s ability to adequately protect its 
intellectual property and know-how; risks relating to obtaining regulatory approval and other regulatory risks relating to the development 
and future commercialization of the company’s products; risks that research and development will not yield new products that achieve 
commercial success; risks relating to the company’s ability to successfully commercialize and gain market acceptance for Circio’s 
products; risks relating to the future development of the pricing environment and/or regulations for pharmaceutical products; risks 
relating to the company’s ability to secure additional financing in the future, which may not be available on favorable terms or at all; risks 
relating to currency fluctuations; risks associated with technological development, growth management, general economic and business 
conditions; risks relating to the company’s ability to retain key personnel; and risks relating to the impact of competition.
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1 Circio overview

2. circVec gene therapy
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RNA financing has flowed from mRNA towards 
circular RNA during 2021-23

Total deal value of RNA- based 
private financings 
$M, by RNA Modality Subtype

circRNA mRNARNA Editing RNAi Other

$478M
$289M

$334M

$1,187M

$976M

Source: BioEquity Note: Other includes ASOs, saRNAs and tRNA private financing deals

$1,287M

circRNA represented 
>40% of the total deal 

value of all private RNA
financings in 2021-23



circRNA will 
outcompete linear 

mRNA due to its 
enhanced stability

Extended RNA durability
15x half-life vs. mRNA

microRNA sponging
mRNA is destabilized by microRNAs

Modular & multi-functional
Enables ´remove & replace´ strategy
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Circular RNA (circRNA) is a novel disruptive RNA format

Higher protein expression
5x translation rate vs. mRNA



The circRNA field was established by Circio scientists

Dr Erik D WiklundDr Thomas B Hansen

6,373 citations

2,291 citations922 citations30 September 2011
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Intra- cellular 
protein expression

circRNA
biogenesis

circVec
DNA or viral 

vector 
Inject

circRNA

The circVec expression system: 
making circRNA from a DNA starting point 

DNA

Protein
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circVec substantially outperforms the expression 
level and durability of mRNA-based systems

circVec vs. mRNA luciferase reporter expression; time courseIncreased expression level

Prolonged durability

Enhanced therapeutic potency 

“Due to its significant advantages, 
circRNA systems can be expected to 
replace mRNA-based expression for 
DNA format therapeutics in the future 
– just as synthetic circRNA can be 
expected to replace current mRNA 
formats”

Dr. Alex Wesselhoeft
Scientific founder

oRNA Therapeutics
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circVec 2.1



circVec 2.1- Luciferase mRNA- vector- Luciferase

Monitor expression over time

Left hindleg

In vivo reporter pilot study: 
circVec 2.1 outperforms mRNA over time

circVec expression ongoing after 
3 months; mRNA very low >1 month

Right hindleg

Day 1

circRNA   mRNA

Day 8 Day 14 Day 21 Day 28 Day 35 Day 42 Day 57 Day 71

circRNA   mRNA circRNA  mRNA circRNA   mRNA circRNA mRNA circRNA mRNA circRNA  mRNA circRNA    mRNA circRNA   mRNA circRNA  mRNA

Day 91
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circVec expression has been validated for a broad set 
of different protein and cell types

15 payloads 
validated

Intra-cellular, membrane-bound and secreted proteins

Immunological proteins, vaccine antigens, reporters

Broad size-range
20 -  170 kDa (150 - 1,270 amino acid residues)

460 -  3,800 nt open reading frame (ORF)

Maximum size limit not yet reached 

Confirmed in multiple 
cell and tissue types

Melanoma, lung, liver and muscle cell types

Mouse tissue: liver and muscle
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2 circVec gene therapy
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circVec can improve the potency of current gold-standard gene therapy:

6 out of 8 approved gene therapies are AAV-based

2019 2022 2023

LUXTURNA

AAV
Retinal Dystrophy

ZOLGENSMA

AAV
SMA

ADSTILADRIN

AdV
NMIBC

HEMGENIX

AAV
Hemophilia B

UPSTAZA

AAV
AADC

ELEVIDYS

AAV
DMD

ROCTAVIAN

AAV
Hemophilia A

VYJUVEK

HSV
DEB

2017

8 gene therapies approved 2017-2023: 
100% utilizing viral vectors
75% utilizing an AAV vector
75% approved for rare diseases

12
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circVec can 
boost potency 

and reduce 
toxicity of AAV 
gene therapy

Safety issues
Liver toxicity, innate immunity

High dose = high immunogenicity
No repeat dosing

Manufacturing cost
1014 – 1015  VPs per dose

High dosing requirement is a substantial shortcoming 
for current AAV-based gene therapy
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circVec can be deployed to enhance AAV gene therapy

Standard 
mRNA approach

circVec 
circRNA approach

AAV vector

RNA

Protein
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Enhanced circVec AAV expression vs. 
mRNA-AAV after 4 days in vitro

AAV protein expression, luminescence

Enhanced 
durability

Enhanced 
expression
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circVec-based AAV therapy can improve potency 
and solve the high dosing issue for AATD 

Temporal AAV-based RNA expression dynamics; circRNA vs. mRNA  

>5x steady-state RNA levels 
>25x peak protein expression

Input assumptions for simulation:

AAV half- life: 365 days

mRNA production: 10 molecules / hr

mRNA half- life: 9 hrs *

circRNA production: 5 molecules / hr

circRNA half- life: 135 hrs *
15x mRNA ½-life

Non-dividing target cells

 circRNA translation 5x mRNA rate*  
gives >25x peak protein expression

* Based on circVec experimental data
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Lead indication: Alpha-1 antitrypsin 
deficiency (AATD)

Current treatment options

Lung-associated AATD
Replacement therapy with an alpha-1 
proteinase inhibitors
Weekly IV infusions
Bronchodilators and inhaled steroids 
used for mild symptoms

Liver-associated AATD

No approved therapeutics
Liver transplantation is the only 
treatment alternative in severe cases

Lack of functional AAT protein
Emphysema and/or chronic 
bronchitis

Toxic accumulation of 
mutant form of protein
Cirrhosis

AATD is a major unmet medical need manifested in liver and lung 

120K in 
EU

75K in 
US

Moderate to severe AATD 
Diagnosed Patients



circVec ´Remove-&-Replace´ gene therapy for AATD

>90% reduction of mutant AAT protein

wt AAT 
circVec 

expression
circVec 2.1 AAT R&R design

AAT gene Remover

Replace

Expression of functional 
AAT protein

Remove

Degradation of mutant 
AAT mRNA

wild-type
AAT protein

mutant 
AAT mRNA

circVec AAT
Replace only

circVec AAT
Remove & Replace

circVec AAT circVec AAT



Circular RNA (circRNA) is a next generation mRNA format

Proprietary circVec expression system has potential to disrupt 
the genetic medicine and vaccine fields 
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Circio executive summary

Deep expertise: the discoverers of circRNA work for Circio 

Vector-approach with substantially improved durability 

Unique ´remove & replace´ concept for AATD gene therapy

Aiming to enter several partnering deals during 2024-2025

Targeting to enter the clinic with AAT gene therapy in 2026

Disruptive

technology

Circio´s 

unique 

position

Value

drivers
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